BABY BOOGIEWOOGIE

TRAVEL BROCHURE

Nature’s Sway® - Organic
Nature’s Sway baby hammock is an alternative to a Moses basket or bassinet. The
hammock imitates the embrace of the
parents’ arms making the baby feel safe,
while the rhythmic movements like rocking, swaying and bouncing have a calming
effect that are well known to help babies
fall asleep peacefully. The baby hammock
is also practical and easy to move around.
With the door frame clamp you can keep
your baby nearby you at all times.
Please note:
When a child is able to roll, sit, kneel or to
pull themselves up, the hammock is no
longer safe and should not be used.

RENT IT

Stroller Metro+, Ergobaby
The Metro+ from awordwinning Ergobaby provides extra cushy padding and an
adjustable handlebar, providing ultimate
comfort and support for both baby and
parents ––tall and small. Super easy to
handle with ultra-compact fold. Perfect for napping with the 175 degree seat
recline. Newborn suitable with nest flaps
that keeps the baby cozy and secure.
From newborn to 22 kg (4 years).

RENT IT

Organic Babynest, Filibabba
The babynest is produced in 100% ultra soft
organic cotton.
The babynest provides a safe space for the
baby to sleep or play. It can be opened at
the foot end by clicking the leather belt off,
which gives a longer lying measure to the
growing baby who still needs to feel enclosed. It is also possible to zip the edge off and
use it as a smaller bedbumper in the cot.
Important: Always remember to lay the baby
with the head away from the closure part
and always make sure that the babynest
is placed on a flat surface. Never leave the
child unattended while using the babynest.

RENT IT

Baby carrier, Tula Explore
Award-winning Tula offers ergonomic and comfortable carriers. From newborn to 20 kg, no baby insert
is needed. Tula carriers meet safety standards and
norms, and are member of the Baby Carrier Industry
Alliance.
Three carry positions front facing out, facing in, and
back carry. Each position provides a natural, ergonomic position best for comfortable carrying that promotes healthy hip and spine development for baby.
Padded, adjustable neck support pillow.
Can be used in multiple positions to provide head
and neck support for newborns and sleeping babies.
The removable hood offers snaps to support baby’s
head while sleeping, sun protection while out and
about and extra privacy while feeding baby.

RENT IT

Organic Nursing Pillow, Filibabba
A nursing pillow that offers comfort and optimal support for both
mother and child. The nursing pillow
is practical when the baby needs to
be breastfed or bottle-fed, as it is
both soft and comfortable for the
baby to lie on and at the same time
protects the mother’s / father’s
neck and shoulders. Made of 100%
organic cotton, baby corduroy with
polyester filling.

RENT IT

Baby carrier, Ergobaby Embrace
The soft, cozy and super comfortable newborn
carrier. No complicated wrapping or tying. The
Ergobaby Embrace keeps you and your baby close.
• 3,2 - 11 kg (7-25 lbs).
• Cozy - Soft knit fabric nestles baby close to
parent for snug, supportive fit.
• Simple - Easy buckling without the frustration
of wrapping or excessive fabric.
• Comfortable - Supportive waist belt and
stretchable cross straps.
• Compact - Easily rolls and tucks into a diaper bag
• Oeko-Tex Standard 100% certified fabrics.

RENT IT

Baby carrier, Ergobaby Omni 360, Cool Air Mesh
The popular ergonomic, all-in-one carrier in Cool
Air Mesh has all the carry positions plus ultimate
ventilation to keep you both cooler. From newborn up to 20 kg, no newborn insert needed.
• Breathable, lightweight all-mesh carrier
• 7 - 45 lbs (3,2 - 20 kg)
• Breastfeed in carrier
• 100% Polyester
• Acknowledged as a ”hip healthy” product by
the International Hip Dysplasia Institute.
• Ergonomic in all positions (M-Position)
• Detachable storage pouch

RENT IT

Baby carrier, Ergobaby Omni 360
An ergonomic, all-in-one carrier that provides
all carry positions. From newborn up to 20 kg, no
newborn insert needed.
• 7 - 45 lbs (3,2 - 20 kg)
• Breastfeed in carrier
• Acknowledged as a ”hip healthy” product by
the International Hip Dysplasia Institute.
• 100% cotton
• Crossable shoulder straps for personalized fit.
• Baby privacy hood (UPF 50+)
• Ergonomic in all positions (M-Position)
• Detachable storage pouch

RENT IT

Activity stand, Franck & Fischer
The BabySpyder activity gym creates a
fun and flexible environment for your
baby. Holes at different heights make it
easy to change and move toys around
to give your baby new experiences.
Please note: For hygienic reasons toys
are not included. Bring your babies
favorite toys from home or buy danish,
organic activity toys from us (to enjoy
during your stay and bring back home).

RENT IT

Fossflakes, Comfort-U Pregnancy pillow
The Fossflakes Comfort-U can be a solution to
a range of the widespread muscle tension, back
and joint problems that most people will experience at some point.
Particularly during pregnancy, aching back and
joints are common. The Fossflakes Comfort-U
is an effective help for the mum to be in finding
a comfortable sleeping position. The Fossflakes
Comfort-U supports the entire body, enabling
muscles and joints to relax deeply. Swollen legs
and feet can be comfortably raised. Use it when
sleeping on your side to give your back and lumbar region some well-deserved support.

RENT IT

Diapers
Packing diapers for a vacation can easily fill
up the entire luggage. Most babies use around
8-12 diapers per day. We know though that
all babies are unique so we ask you to choose
the amount of diapers you wish for your stay.
We pack the diapers in bulks with 10 pc.
We only offer diapers with the best certifications
(Nordic Swan Ecolabel and Asthma Allergy Nordic)
for the best of your baby and the environment.
If you prefer a specific brand that is available for
purchase in Denmark please let us know and we
will do our best to accommodate that wish.

BUY IT

Muslin diapers
Beautiful muslin diapers in 100% organic
GOTS-certified muslin cotton. The muslin
diapers are super soft! They are multifunctional and can be used both during
breastfeeding, during diaper changes,
when the little one vomits, or as a base in
a baby nest.

BUY IT

Changing pad
The two-piece changing pad is functional and
minimalistic. Designed for changing situations
away from the home, to give a soft, hygienic and
practical underlay which is easy to roll after use.
The removable and washable underlay allows
you to take off the top layer, which saves you
from washing the entire product each time.
Materials
• 97% organic cotton
• 3% spandex
• Underlay 100% organic cotton (terry)
• 100% phthalate-free PU coating

BUY IT

Olivia’s Magic Balm
Olivia’s Magic Balm is an organic universal
balm that can be applied to anything from
baby’s red buttocks and sensitive skin to
scratches, skin bumps and dry lips. Olivia’s
Magic Balm transforms irritated skin into well
nourished and balanced skin. Completely in
harmony with nature and produced without
chemicals, artificial scents or other unnecessary additives.
Ingredients:
• Organic olive oil
• Shea butter and beeswax
• 100% organic

BUY IT

Franck & Fischer
Franck & Fischer RANCK & FISCHER
is Danish designed organic toys. Their
philosophy is guided by the brand line
“Design for kids – Made with care”
which is focused on designing beautiful
products that are produced sustainably
using natural materials.

BUY IT

HEVEA
HEVEA pacifiers are naturally non-toxic and
biodegradable! 100% natural rubber latex.
Plastic-Free. No PVC, BPA, phthalates and
artificial colours.
The pacifier has a silky smooth touch and
is gentle on the baby’s face and teeth, but
still resistant to bites. Easy to clean in hot
water and highly hygienic due to its seamless
design. Good for baby and good for the planet.
The coloured pacifier collection is the first in
the world that is both 100% plastic free and
colourful. Completely plant based, made out of
100% natural rubber and FDA approved natural
colour pigments.

BUY IT

Filibabba baby bedlinen
Little Explorer is a print with inspiration
from the Danish garden, dirty hands and
knees and the dream of exploring our dear
nature. The bedlinen is produced in 100%
organic satin woven cotton, which makes
it ultra soft. The set includes duvet cover
and pillowcase in baby size. The set is
delivered in a matching fabric bag, which
can be used for storage, shopping bag and
much more.

BUY IT

Sega Copenhagen - bedlinen
Baby bedlinen, Svala Sandstone. The
bedding is made of 100% GOTS-certified
organic satin. This will add coziness and
calm to the room and it will guarantee
a good night’s sleep for your baby. The
bedding comes in a cute matching fabric
bag, which can be used to store nightwear,
teddy bears and toys.

BUY IT

